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Abstract
We propose a model of decision-making based on Markovian exploration of a
choice set. It is inspired by experimental evidence that decision makers search
sequentially by making stochastic pairwise comparisons. The model allows us to
analyze the impact of a variety of interventions on final choices and to infer unobservable characteristics of the agent. We examine how choice can be influenced by
the first fixation, comparability restrictions, time pressure, and by adding a dominated alternative. We show that the long-run choices of an agent are not susceptible
to manipulation if the Markovian model is reversible and that such choices are consistent with the well-known Luce model. Further, we identify conditions on the
long-run choice data that reveal the agent’s consideration set and comparability
restrictions. Finally, we show how one can isolate the effect of utility from salience
on choice probability.
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Introduction

Classical choice theory assumes that decision makers choosing an alternative from a menu
are able to perceive and evaluate all alternatives simultaneously and select the best among
them according to a deterministic preference. In many real-life instances, however, this
approach to decision-making is not appropriate either because the framing of the decision
problem does not permit the individual to view all alternatives at once or because the size
of the choice set and the complexity of the alternatives make the simultaneous comparison
very difficult. In both of these situations, the agent is going to explore and evaluate
the alternatives in the menu sequentially in an attempt to discover the set of available
alternatives in the former case and to reduce cognitive load in the latter case.
Consider, for example, an individual shopping on an e-commerce website. Instead of
displaying all alternatives at once, the platform suggests other related products for each
alternative that the agent views. In this case, decision makers select the next alternative
to view from the recommended list and continue to explore the choice set in this fashion.
Analogous search dynamics through stochastic pairwise comparisons is documented in
experiments using eye-tracking even when the whole choice set is presented simultaneously
(Russo & Rosen, 1975; Reutskaja, Nagel, Camerer, & Rangel, 2011). Such evidence is
in line with the idea that agents try to minimize the cost of thinking by relying on refixations (Shugan, 1980). The eye fixations happen very rapidly and are followed by
jumps to nearby alternatives, and serve primarily for object identification (Henderson &
Hollingworth, 1999; Rayner, 1998; Wedel & Pieters, 2007; Pieters, 2008).
These observations suggest that the framing of the decision problem has a potentially
large influence on the final purchasing decisions. We are therefore interested in understanding and predicting the impact of different interventions on final choices, and inferring
unobservable characteristics of the decision problem and the agent from choice data. Such
insights are valuable for designing better-targeted interventions and increasing welfare. In
order to address these issues we propose and study a model of decision-making, which
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incorporates the previously mentioned experimental findings1 and at the same time offers
a simple and elegant way of utilizing the much better understood models of binary choice
to analyze multi-alternative choice.
We model the exploration of the choice set as a discrete-time Markov chain in which each
state represents the agent’s current best alternative. The process starts with the agent
randomly selecting an alternative to view according to his initial beliefs and knowledge. In
the next period, the incumbent alternative is compared to a competitor and the decision
maker makes a transition to the competitor according to an incumbent-specific probability
distribution. This distribution is independent of past incumbents, thus reducing the cognitive load on the decision maker. Each transition consists of two steps - first, the agent’s
attention is drawn towards a competitor and second, the agent compares the incumbent
and the competitor and either accepts or rejects the competitor. We think of the first step
as being influenced by the salience and of the second step as being related to the values
of the incumbent and the competitor. We assume that the transition probabilities are
minimally consistent across choice sets, i.e., the relative transition probabilities for each
pair are independent of the other options in the menu. The decision-making process may
be terminated each period with some stopping probability after which the agent chooses
the current best alternative.
An important distinction of our model from other models featuring a sequential exploration of the choice set is that we allow both the search order and the transitions between
alternatives to be stochastic. Different sources for this stochasticity are possible – it might
be that the person’s fixations on alternatives are random and do not depend on alternatives’ values (as suggested in Reutskaja et al. (2011)) and/or the transition conditional
on fixating on a particular competitor is noisy. The literature on stochastic choice has
1

Other experimental findings motivating the choice model include the observations that (i) frequent

eye-movements to some alternatives correlate with an increased choice frequency of these alternatives
known as the gaze-cascade effect (Noguchi & Stewart, 2014; Shimojo, Simion, Shimojo, & Scheier, 2003);
(ii) fixations are more frequent and longer on the chosen alternative with the last fixation being on the
chosen alternative (Armel, Beaumel, & Rangel, 2008).
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suggested multiple explanations for the latter including random shocks to the preferences,
evidence accumulation and bounded rationality, and random mistakes among others (see
for example Agranov and Ortoleva (2017)). Stochastic transitions between alternatives
are also beneficial for the broader exploration of the choice set as they prevent the decision
maker from getting trapped at alternatives which have the highest utility locally but not
globally.
The aspect of time pressure is reflected in the model through the stopping probability
parameter. Since less time pressure leads to more unbiased choices (Svenson & Maule,
1993), we devote special attention to the case in which the stopping probability parameter
goes to zero. We show that the stochastic choice function of a decision maker, who is not
under time pressure, converges towards the limiting distribution of the Markov chain. We
refer to this procedure as the limiting Markov stochastic choice (MSC) model and use it
to infer unobservable parameters of the model and the framing of the decision problem.
As customary in the stochastic choice literature, we assume that choices from all subsets
of the set of alternatives are observable, although for the majority of the results only data
on binary sets and one larger choice set is sufficient.
Our first set of results concerns the ability to influence choice behavior through (i) adding
a dominated alternative, (ii) increasing the probability of the initial fixation on a target
alternative, (iii) restricting the comparability of certain pairs of alternatives, (iv) adding
time pressure, and the interactions between these types of interventions. We study how
choice generated by the limiting MSC model responds to the addition of an alternative
to a menu which is asymmetrically dominated, meaning that it never wins a comparison
against some target alternative. There is considerable experimental evidence that in such
cases the choice probability of the target increases, which is referred to as the attraction
effect (Huber, Payne, & Puto, 1982). The attraction effect is considered a behavioral
irregularity as it cannot be explained by conventional random utility models. We identify
conditions on the transition probabilities under which the limiting MSC model generates
the attraction effect. Our theory predicts that restricting the direct comparison of the
target and the dominated alternative eliminates the attraction effect.
4

There is consistent experimental evidence that drawing attention to a certain alternative
increases its choice probability.2 This can be achieved through advertising, packaging, or
arranging alternatives on a screen or shelf to attract more attention to a target alternative.
Our model predicts that time pressure is a crucial factor for this type of intervention to
be successful. Specifically, if the decision maker is under time pressure, an increase in
the initial fixation probability of the target alternative always leads to a higher choice
probability of the target. This result holds irrespectively of the transition probabilities
and the exact stopping probability. However, the effect of the initial fixation diminishes
in the absence of time pressure when the decision maker can explore the whole choice set.
Apart from influencing the initial fixation, the positioning of the alternatives in the choice
set might influence the decision maker through a different channel. Since agents tend
to compare only those pairs of alternatives which are placed closer together (Chandon,
Hutchinson, Bradlow, & Young, 2009), the arrangement of the choice set affects the pairs
of alternatives which the decision maker cannot compare. We focus on identifying limiting
MSC models for which the generated stochastic choice function is not susceptible to any
comparability restriction, and thus it is not affected by the arrangement of the choice set
and the cognitive limitations of the decision maker. We find that this feature characterizes
limiting MSC models for which the underlying Markov chain is reversible, meaning that
on average the number transitions between each pair of alternatives is equal in both
directions.
The effect of time pressure on the choice probabilities in larger choice sets can be nonmonotone and difficult to predict in general. However, time pressure can be used to
influence choices in a predictable way through comparability restrictions. In particular,
we consider the effect of restricting comparability between a pair of alternatives in a triple.
We find that the difference between the choice ratios and the transition ratios of a pair
determines the effect of restricting the pair comparability on choices. This result implies
that data from pairs and triples can be used by policy makers to arrange alternatives on
2

See Orquin and Mueller Loose (2013) for a review.
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a list in order to increase the choice probability of a desirable alternative.
Since we have previously established the importance of the class of reversible limiting MSC
models, we are interested in identifying such models from choice data. We find that in
the case when all transitions happen with positive probability, the model is characterized
by the well-known positivity and Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) axioms.
These properties are known to characterize the Luce model (Luce, 1959), which is one of
the classical models of stochastic choice. We provide an extension of the characterization
result and identify a family of stochastic choice functions which can only be rationalized
with a reversible limiting MSC model. This result shows that observable choices can
inform policy makers whether the decision maker is affected by comparability restrictions
or not in the absence of time pressure.
In addition, the agent’s choices are not influenced by different arrangements of the choice
set if he is not subject to cognitive limitations that restrict comparability between any
pair of alternatives. We provide a characterization of such limiting MSC models with
only positive transitions. Based on our results an analyst can conclude whether or not
the decision maker faces comparability restrictions and whether these have an influence on
the choice function. Furthermore, we characterize limiting MSC models which allow the
decision maker to explore the whole choice set even if some comparisons are restricted. A
violation of the condition on the data suggests the existence of consideration sets. What
is more, we show that choice data reveals the exact pairs of alternatives which the decision
maker never compares directly. This allows an analyst to infer which alternatives belong
to the same consideration set.
Our last set of results concerns isolating the effect of an alternative’s value from its salience
on its choice probability. For this reason, we are interested in inferring the acceptance
probabilities from choice data. We show that this can be done for limiting MSC models
for which the relative salience between all pairs of alternatives is symmetric, for example,
if the relative salience is determined by the distance between each pair. Moreover, we
can determine for every two competitors the one which is more likely to attract attention
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away from a given incumbent. This insight is useful for sellers to identify their closest
competitors from consumer perspective.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In the next section we define the
modeling framework with and without time pressure. Section 3 is devoted to analyzing
the impact that different interventions have on the final stochastic choices. In Section 4 we
characterize different variations of the model without time pressure. Section 5 focuses on
inferring information about transition probabilities from choice data. Related literature
is discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes.

2

Model

Let N be a finite set of all possible alternatives. A menu M is a non-empty subset of
N and the set of all menus is denoted by M. The probability of choosing an alternative
i from menu M is given by the stochastic choice function p : N ˆ M Ñ r0, 1s. It has
ř
the following properties: (1) if ppi, M q ą 0, then i P M and (2) iPM ppi, M q “ 1. We
denote a row vector of choice probabilities from a menu M by ppM q. The stochastic
choice function for all menus M P M is denoted by p. Since p is comprised of the actual
choices of the decision maker, it is observable by an analyst.

2.1

Baseline Markov stochastic choice model

A decision maker is assumed to follow the sequential procedure in discrete time described
below when choosing an alternative from a menu. The agent is endowed with a probability
distribution over the alternatives in the menu such that the decision-making process starts
at alternative i with probability πpi, M q. At time period τ “ 0 the agent randomly draws
an alternative according to the distribution πpM q, say alternative i P M .
In the next period, the incumbent alternative i is compared against another available
alternative. The decision maker focuses on a competitor j with probability sij pM q. This
7

parameter captures the ability of j to attract attention away from i and can be interpreted
as i’s relative salience against j. Then, the two alternatives are compared independently
from the other alternatives in the menu. The competitor wins the comparison with
probability tij and loses with probability 1 ´ tij , which we refer to as the acceptance or
rejection probabilities, respectively. Therefore, the total probability to switch incumbents
from i to j is given by:
qij pM q “ sij pM qtij ě 0.
The probability that i remains the incumbent3 is given by qii pM q “ 1 ´

ř

j‰i qij pM q

ą 0.

We denote the transition probability matrix with QpM q. Note that transition probabilities
between a pair of states may be menu-dependent, hence it may be that qij pM q ‰ qij pM 1 q.
Furthermore, we assume that if the choice set is binary, the decision maker is able to make
transitions between the two alternatives, that is qij pti, juq “ 0 implies that qji pti, juq ą 0
for all i, j P N .
We assume a minimal form of consistency in the transitions between each pair of alternatives across choice sets, namely that the ratio of their relative salience is not affected when
the menu is enlarged. We call this condition transition ratio independence of irrelevant
alternatives (TR-IIA) and define it formally in terms of the transition probabilities qij pM q
below.4
Transition ratio IIA. For all M P M the transition probabilities satisfy
qij pti, juqqji pM q “ qji pti, juqqij pM q @i, j P M.

(2.1)

Since the acceptance probabilities tij are menu-independent, the above property refers
to the way relative salience is affected by enlarging the choice set. TR-IIA is in particular satisfied when the relative salience parameters between all pairs of alternatives
are symmetric, i.e., sij pM q “ sji pM q for all i, j P M . This assumption arises naturally
3

Note that the probability to remain at the same incumbent is assumed to be positive, because in

some periods the incumbent might not be challenged by another alternative.
4
We define TR-IIA as a product rather than a ratio of transition probabilities to account for the case
in which transitions occur with zero probability.
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when the probability to compare a pair of alternatives depends on the distance between
alternatives, which can be understood as a physical distance (positioning of items on a
shelf or a screen) or a subjective distance in terms of similarity or ease of comparison
(Russo & Rosen, 1975; Reutskaja et al., 2011; Cerreia-Vioglio, Maccheroni, Marinacci, &
Rustichini, 2018). We assume that all MSC models satisfy TR-IIA for the remainder of
the paper.
The procedure is repeated analogously in consecutive periods. The decision-making process is terminated with probability α P p0, 1q in each period. When the process stops, the
agent chooses the current incumbent alternative.
The described choice procedure is equivalent to a finite-state discrete-time Markov chain
with states represented by the alternatives in each menu, initial distribution πpM q, transition probability matrix QpM q, and stopping probability α.
The generated stochastic choice function for a menu M is computed as shown below:
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “

8
ÿ

απpM qp1 ´ αqτ ´1 QpM qτ ´1

@M P M,

τ “1

where each term in the sum represents the probability that the process stops at a given
period multiplied by the probability of each alternative to be an incumbent at that time
period. The following lemma presents a simplification of the above expression.
Lemma 1. Stochastic choice functions generated by a baseline MSC model satisfy
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ απpM qpI ´ p1 ´ αqQpM qq´1 .

(2.2)
ř8

Q̃pM qτ ´1 . In
ř
τ
order to simplify the expression, we need to show that the Neumann series 8
τ “0 Q̃pM q
ř
τ ´1
converges in the operator norm in order to use that 8
“ pI ´ Q̃pM qq´1 (see
τ “1 Q̃pM q
Proof. Let Q̃pM q “ p1´αqQpM q. Then, ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ απpM q

τ “1

for example Kress (2014), Theorem 2.14). This is the case if Q̃pM q is smaller than unity
ř
in some norm. Since QpM q is a stochastic matrix ||QpM q||8 “ maxi j |qij pM q| “ 1 and
||Q̃pM q||8 “ 1 ´ α ă 1. Hence, ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ απpM qpI ´ Q̃pM qq´1 .
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An alternative way of defining the baseline MSC model is as an absorbing Markov chain
in which for each alternative in the menu there is one transient and one absorbing state.5
This equivalence implies that Lemma 1 is a corollary of existing results from the literature
on absorbing Markov chains. Nevertheless, the proof of the lemma is provided here for
convenience.

2.2

Limiting Markov stochastic choice model

Consider the case in which the probability that the decision process is terminated approaches zero, hence the pressure to make a decision is very limited. If the Markov chain
underlying a baseline MSC model is irreducible and aperiodic6 , hence ergodic, a limiting
distribution exists and it is the unique stationary distribution. Naturally, if we let the
decision-making process run for a long time by letting the stopping probability approach
zero, the generated stochastic choice function converges to the stationary distribution of
the Markov chain and does not depend on the initial distribution as shown below.
Proposition 1. A stochastic choice function ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq generated by an ergodic
baseline MSC model converges to the stationary distribution of a Markov chain with transition probability matrix QpM q as α Ñ 0.
Proof. See Appendix A.
A baseline MSC model for which α Ñ 0 we call a limiting MSC model and denote its
generated stochastic choice function by ρpQpM qq for all M P M. Proposition 1 implies
that the choice function satisfies the equality ρpQpM qqpI ´ QpM qq “ 0. Below we provide
5

One can easily verify that the two models are equivalent by letting the transition proba-

bility matrix between transient states be Q˚ pM q “ p1 ´ αqQpM q and the absorption probability matrix be ApM q “ αI, and use the fact that the stationary distribution is given by
ρpα, π ˚ pM q, Q˚ pM qq “ π ˚ pM qpI ´ Q˚ pM qq´1 ApM q (Grinstead & Snell, 1997).
6
Note that the assumption qii pM q ą 0 for all i P M ensures that the Markov chain is aperiodic. If the
model is irreducible, the process can reach any state irrespectively of the initial state, hence there is only
one communicating class. Since the Markov chain is finite, irreducibility implies positive recurrence.
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the definition of a rationalizable stochastic choice function with both the baseline and
limiting MSC models.
Definition 1. A stochastic choice function p is rationalizable with
– a baseline MSC model if there exists a tuple xQpM q, πpM q, αy such that ppM q “
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq for all M P M and
– a limiting MSC model if there exists a matrix QpM q such that ppM q “ ρpQpM qq
for all M P M.
The following example shows the different rationalizability conditions for the baseline and
limiting MSC model on binary menus.
Example 1. A stochastic choice function rationalizable with a baseline MSC model satisfies
ppi, ti, juq “

απpi, ti, juq ` p1 ´ αqqji pti, juq
.
α ` p1 ´ αqpqij pti, juq ` qji pti, juqq

(2.3)

On the other hand, if the stochastic choice function is rationalizable with a limiting MSC
model then
ppi, ti, juq “

qji pti, juq
,
qij pti, juq ` qji pti, juq

(2.4)

and hence the ratio of transition probabilities between i and j is observable in the limiting
model as it is equal to the ratio of the respective choice probabilities.

3

Choice architecture

The MSC model is useful to study and predict the effects that the framing of the decision
problem has on stochastic choices. We focus on four main interventions – adding an
asymmetrically dominated alternative to the choice set, manipulating the probability of
the initial fixation, altering the positioning of the alternatives in the choice set, and
varying the time pressure.
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3.1

Effect of adding a dominated alternative

In this section we analyze the effect of an asymmetrically dominated alternative in the
choice set. An alternative is asymmetrically dominated if the menu contains another
alternative that surpasses the dominated one for all attributes, which does not hold for
all other alternatives in the menu. A large body of experimental literature shows that the
choice probability of the dominant alternative is higher in the presence of the dominated
alternative (see Castillo (2020) for a recent review). This phenomenon is known as the
attraction or decoy effect and was first documented in Huber et al. (1982). The finding
is puzzling because it shows a violation of the regularity axiom, according to which the
choice probability of an alternative cannot increase when the choice set is enlarged, and
thus cannot be explained with any conventional random utility model.
Although our framework does not model attributes explicitly, we can capture the asymmetric dominance relation between the alternatives in the menu through the pairwise
comparisons between them. As in most of the experimental literature, we will analyze
the stochastic choices between a pair of alternatives i and j, which we will compare to
the choices from a triple i, j, k, where k is dominated by i, but not by j. Because of the
dominance relation between i and k, it has to hold that tki ą 0, but tik “ 0, therefore,
qik pti, kuq “ qik pti, j, kuq “ 0. The trade-off between the pairs i, j and j, k implies a positive acceptance probability for each alternative. Therefore, we assume that tij P p0, 1q
and tjk P p0, 1q. As we show below, the MSC model is flexible enough to generate the
attraction effect even in the absence of time pressure.
Proposition 2. Let ρ be a stochastic choice function over N “ ti, j, ku generated by
a limiting MSC model, where qik pti, kuq “ 0. Then, ρpi, Qpti, j, kuqq ą ρpi, Qpti, juqq iff
qki pti, j, kuq ą qji pti, j, kuq.
Proof. See Appendix B.1.
Therefore, the target alternative is chosen more frequently from the triple whenever the
probability to transition from decoy k to target i is greater than transitioning from j
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to i. This is the case independently of the transition probabilities between j and k.
Furthermore, in the special case when the relative salience of all alternatives is equal,
and in particular, ski pti, j, kuq “ sji pti, j, kuq, the inequality qki pti, j, kuq ą qji pti, j, kuq
is always fulfilled, and hence the choice probability of the target is always higher in the
larger set.
Proposition 2 shows that the attraction effect arises only when a specific condition on the
transition probabilities is satisfied. This prediction is consistent with the heterogeneity of
choice behaviors in the presence of dominated alternatives, causing some researchers to
question the practical relevance of the attraction effect (Frederick, Lee, & Baskin, 2014;
Yang & Lynn, 2014). Following the prediction of our model, the attraction effect can be
reduced by making the comparison between the dominated and target alternatives less
likely, thus reducing ski pti, j, kuq. One way to achieve that is by displaying the choice set
as a list with the first and last alternative being the target and the dominated alternative,
respectively. This presentation decreases the likelihood to compare the two alternatives
directly and is thus expected to reduce the attraction affect.

3.2

Effect of the initial distribution

We now examine the effect of the initial fixation on the stochastic choice function. In
particular, consider the situation in which a seller can influence the initial distribution such
that it is more likely to start exploring the choice set at a particular target alternative and
less likely to start at any other alternative. Such manipulations can be easily implemented
in practice by heavily advertising the target, or by placing it in the center of a shelf, which
is known to attract consumer attention (Chandon et al., 2009; Orquin & Mueller Loose,
2013).
As shown in Proposition 1, in the absence of time pressure, the generated stochastic
choice function does not depend on the initial fixation when the agent is able to explore
the whole choice set. However, with time pressure, the choice probability of a target
alternative increases in response to an increase in the likelihood of the initial fixation
13

irrespectively of the transition probability matrix QpM q.
Proposition 3. Fix M P M and consider two baseline MSC models xQpM q, πpM q, αy
1

1

and xQpM q, π pM q, αy. Let ∆πpM q “ π pM q ´ πpM q. It holds that
∆πpi, M q ą 0
∆πpj, M q ď 0,

1

ùñ ρpi, α, π pM q, QpM qq ą ρpi, α, πpM q, QpM qq.
@j ‰ i

Proof. See Appendix B.2.
This result matches to a great extent the experimental findings of Reutskaja et al. (2011)
and Armel et al. (2008). The authors observe that the initial fixation does not depend
on the value of the alternatives in the choice set and could be manipulated by the seller,
for example by changing the location on the display or the packaging to attract more
attention. They show that the first fixation effect does not wear off and has a substantial
influence on the final choices.

3.3

Comparability restrictions

As previously mentioned, experimental studies on eye fixations during decision-making
show that the jumps between fixations occur mostly to nearby alternatives (Chandon et
al., 2009). This finding suggests that if alternatives are placed far apart the decision maker
cannot compare certain pairs of alternatives directly. Hence, different arrangements of the
alternatives might affect the ability of the agent to make specific pairwise comparisons.
l

k

k

l

i

j

i

j

Figure 1: Limited ability to compare directly alternatives placed on a grid.
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For example, consider a decision problem in which the alternatives are displayed on a
grid as illustrated in Figure 1. Assume that the decision maker cannot compare directly
alternatives which are placed diagonally to each other. The arrows indicate the comparisons that the agent is able to make directly. The two figures differ in the positioning
of alternatives k and l, which leads to differences in the possible direct transitions. For
example, we see that in the figure on the left-hand side, i and l can be compared directly,
but in the figure on the right, this is not possible. Such scenarios can be captured in
our model since they imply that if two alternatives i and j cannot be compared directly,
the transition probability between them is equal to zero in a particular menu M , hence
qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0.
Alternatively, if we consider the situation of an online shopper, whose decision-making
procedure is guided by the recommendation algorithm of an e-commerce platform, the
restrictions of the pairwise comparisons are directly determined by the set of related
products displayed. The designer’s choice on how to present the decision problem may
affect, intentionally or not, the final choice probabilities. Therefore, we are interested
in characterizing the decision process of agents whose choices are not influenced by the
arrangement of the alternatives in the choice set.
Definition 2. A “manipulation by comparability restrictions” of a limiting MSC model
QpM q makes the direct comparison for at least one pair of alternatives i, j P M impossible,
1
such that qij pM q ‰ qij1 pM q “ qji
pM q “ 0, while preserving the set of alternatives that can

be reached from each starting point. It satisfies the following consistency constraints:
1
– all non-restricted pairs k, l P M satisfy qkl pM q ą 0 ùñ qkl
pM q ą 0 and qkl pM q “
1
0 ùñ qkl
pM q “ 0 and

– πpM q is independent of comparability restrictions.
In fact, TR-IIA implies that

1 pM q
qkl
qkl pM q

“

1 pM q
qlk
qlk pM q

for all distinct k, l P M for which comparability

is not restricted. Note that whenever the whole choice set cannot be explored (i.e., the
Markov chain is not irreducible), the stochastic choice function depends on the initial
distribution. For this reason we assume that the initial distribution πpM q is independent
15

sij p1 ´ q
i

i

j

sik p1 ´ q
sik 

k

j

sij 
sjk 

sjk p1 ´ q

k

(a) Illustration of Example 2.

(b) Illustration of Example 3.

Figure 2: Reversible and non-reversible Markov chains.
of comparability restrictions.
We identify a class of limiting MSC models which are not susceptible to such manipulations in the absence of time pressure. The property that the limiting MSC model needs to
satisfy is called reversibility, which defines one of the most extensively studied classes of
Markov chains (Levin, Peres, & Wilmer, 2017). A Markov chain is reversible if it satisfies
the following detailed balance conditions
qji pM qρpj, QpM qq “ ρpi, QpM qqqij pM q, @i, j P M.

(3.1)

The detailed balance equations postulate that the flow of probability mass is balanced for
each pair of states. A necessary and sufficient condition for reversibility is Kolmogorov’s
criterion. It states that a Markov chain is reversible if and only if
qi1 i2 pM qqi2 i3 pM q . . . qiI i1 pM q “ qi2 i1 pM qqi3 i2 pM q . . . qi1 iI pM q

(3.2)

for any finite sequence of states i1 , i2 , . . . , iI P M . We call a limiting MSC model reversible
on M if the corresponding Markov chain with states M satisfies reversibility. We will say
that a limiting MSC model is reversible if it is reversible on all M P M. Below we
give examples for limiting MSC models that are reversible and non-reversible on a triple
ti, j, ku.
Example 2. Imagine that the choice set is displayed as a list, which restricts the decisionmaker’s ability to compare all pairs of alternatives. In particular, each alternative can
16

be directly compared only to its neighbors in the linear order as illustrated in Figure 2a
for a menu of 3 alternatives. Such Markov chains are called birth-death processes (Levin
et al., 2017). In this case, Kolmogorov’s criterion is satisfied trivially and therefore, the
limiting MSC model is reversible, independent of the other parameters.
Example 3. Consider a decision maker for whom the relative salience parameters are
symmetric, that is sij pM q “ sji pM q. Moreover, the alternatives can be arranged in a
linear order such that the conditional acceptance probability tij “  whenever i precedes
j in the linear order, as if the agent has a deterministic preference over the alternatives,
but makes mistakes with some small probability . The corresponding Markov chain is
visualized for a menu of 3 alternatives in Figure 2b. Such limiting MSC models are always
going to be non-reversible on M as they always violate Kolmogorov’s criterion.
We state the result on comparability restrictions below.
Proposition 4. If a limiting MSC model QpM q is reversible on M , the generated stochastic choice function ρpQpM qq is not susceptible to manipulation by comparability restrictions.
Proof. See Appendix B.3.
The above result implies that any potential limitation in the ability of the agent to compare
certain pairs of alternatives does not affect the stochastic choices if the decision-making
process evolves as a reversible limiting MSC model. Moreover, if the decision maker would
follow a reversible limiting MSC model in the hypothetical case when all pairwise comparisons happen with positive probability, the different arrangements of the alternatives
in the choice set as illustrated in Figure 1 do not influence actual choices, even if the
decision maker can compare only nearby alternatives. Similarly, for such decision makers
the number of displayed related products on an e-commerce website does not matter for
final choices as long as the agent can explore the whole choice set.
Inferring the reversibility property of a rationalizing limiting MSC model is, in general, not
possible unless we add a stronger assumption on the consistency of transition probabilities
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across manipulations of the decision problem of a given menu and require that data on
all manipulations is observable.
Definition 3. A “strict manipulation by comparability restrictions” is a manipulation
1
pM q “ cqkl pM q, where c ą 0 for all k, l P M, k ‰ l for which comparability is
satisfying qkl

not restricted.
This consistency assumption concerning the pairs which are not subject to comparability restrictions is notably stronger than the one assumed previously, namely that
1 pM q
qkl
qkl pM q

“

1 pM q
qlk
.
qlk pM q

Nevertheless, it is an intuitive assumption if one considers the accep-

tance probabilities tkl as independent from comparability restrictions and the relative
salience parameters skl pM q as being determined by the distance between pairs. Then, the
transition probability for the non-restricted pairs is not affected by the manipulation.
We can now state the characterization of limiting MSC models which are reversible on a
particular menu M .
Proposition 5. A stochastic choice function ppM q is not susceptible to any strict manipulation by comparability restrictions iff it is generated by a limiting MSC model which
is reversible on M .
Proof. See Appendix B.4.
Note that to conclude that a stochastic choice function is generated by a reversible limiting
MSC model (i.e., it is reversible on all M P M), an analyst needs to verify that the
stochastic choice function does not change in response to any of the possible comparability
restrictions when the menu equals the complete set of alternatives M “ N . This is the
case, because if stochastic choice data reveals that it is rationalizable by a limiting MSC
model, which is reversible on N , then TR-IIA implies that the limiting MSC model should
be reversible on all subsets. Proposition 4 would then imply that choice on all subsets
of N is also not susceptible to manipulations by comparability restrictions.
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3.4

Effect of time pressure

In the baseline MSC model the effect of time pressure is captured by the stopping probability parameter α. We have seen in Example 1 that the stochastic choice function is
always monotone in α irrespective of the other parameters whenever the choice set is
binary. This is not always the case when the choice set is larger. Then, the effect of
manipulating the time pressure is, in general, difficult to predict.
In fact, comparability restrictions can be used to predict the effect of time pressure as we
show below. To ease the notation we let ρpi, α, πpM q, QpM qq “ ρα,π pi, QpM qq.
Proposition 6. Let M “ ti, j, ku and consider the baseline MSC models xQpM q, πpM q, αy
1

and xQ pM q, πpM q, αy such that qij pM q “ qij1 pM q ą 0 for all i, j P M except qik pM q ‰
1
1
qik
pM q “ qki
pM q “ 0. It holds that
1

1
ρα,π pi, QpM qq ´ ρα,π pi, Q pM qq ą 0,
ρα,π pi, Qp q pM qq
qki pM q
ă
ðñ
1q
p
1
ρα,π pk, Q pM qq
qik pM q
ρα,π pk, QpM qq ´ ρα,π pk, Q pM qq ă 0

for any stopping probability α P p0, 1q and initial distribution πpM q.
Proof. See Appendix B.5.
Proposition 6 has two important implications for nudging and predicting choice behavior. Imagine that an analyst can observe choices on binary sets when time pressure is
sufficiently small or absent. As we have seen in Example 1, the ratio of binary choice
probabilities approaches the ratio of the transition probabilities between any pair of alternatives as α goes to zero. Therefore, the ratio

qki pti,kuq
qik pti,kuq

approximated from choice data, which in turn is equal to

in the above formula can be
qki pM q
,
qik pM q

because of TR-IIA. If

1

the analyst observes either ρα,π pQpti, j, kuqq or ρα,π pQ pti, j, kuqq, Proposition 6 can be
used to predict the effect of either restricting or enabling the direct comparison between i
and k.
The result can also be applied to infer information about the ratio

qki pti,kuq
,
qik pti,kuq

when choice

data for the set ti, ku cannot be obtained. Following the above argument, an analyst
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Figure 3: Illustration of Example 4.
needs to observe choices from the triple when the comparison between i and k is permitted
and restricted, which would provide an upper or lower bound on the ratio

qki pM q
.
qik pM q

This

information can be used to bound the choice probability from the binary set in the absence
of time pressure.
Note that we do not make any assumptions about the properties of the transition probability matrices. Therefore, even decision makers following a reversible limiting MSC
model, whose stochastic choices cannot be manipulated by comparability restrictions in
the absence of time pressure, can be subject to such manipulations under time pressure.
We illustrate this case with the following example.
1

Example 4. Consider two baseline MSC models xQpM q, πpM q, αy and xQ pM q, πpM q, αy
with N “ ti, j, ku with uniform πpM q. Assume that there is a utility function over
the alternatives in the menu such that upiq “ 6, upjq “ 3, and upkq “ 1. We let
qji pM q “

upiq
|M ´1|pupiq`upjqq

1
for all i, j P M and qji
pM q “ qji pM q for all i, j P M ex-

1
1
cept qki
pM q “ qik
pM q “ 0. The two baseline MSC models are therefore reversible.

The structure of the transitions is illustrated in Figure 3a, where an arrow between
a pair of alternatives means that a transition occurs with positive probability in the
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specified direction. If α “ 1, the choice probabilities coincide with the initial distribution and are equal to 1/3 for all alternatives. As α Ñ 0, the stochastic choice function approaches the limiting distribution. Since both models are reversible and ergodic,
1

limαÑ0 ρpα, π, QpM qq “ limαÑ0 ρpα, π, Q pM qq “ t0.6, 0.3, 0.1u. In this example, the
choice probability of j is higher in the birth-death process for all α ą 0. It can be clearly
seen in Figure 3b that the effect of the initial distribution in the choice probabilities of
the corner alternatives i and k is more significant in the case when the two cannot be
compared directly.

4

Characterizations of the limiting MSC model

The results in the previous section demonstrate the influence that restrictions on pairwise
comparisons have on final stochastic choices and the importance of the class of reversible
limiting MSC models as being resistant to restrictions of comparability. Since such restrictions depend largely on the cognitive capacity of the decision maker, they might not
always be controllable by an analyst. Therefore, we are interested in finding necessary
and sufficient conditions on the stochastic choice function that ensure that the rationalizing limiting MSC model is reversible. We also characterize stochastic choice functions
which are rationalizable by limiting MSC models in which all pairs of alternatives can be
compared directly and in which the decision maker is able to explore the whole choice set.

4.1

Characterization of reversible limiting MSC models

As we have shown in Proposition 4, a stochastic choice function generated by a reversible
limiting MSC model cannot be influenced by comparability restrictions in the absence of
time pressure. We study in more detail in which cases these models emerge and whether
they can be characterized in terms of testable properties of the choice function.
For now we focus only on reversible limiting MSC models for which all transition prob-
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abilities are positive. As we show below such limiting MSC models are characterized by
two properties, which are well-known in the stochastic choice literature – positivity and
independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). Positivity means that each alternative is
chosen with positive probability from each menu, that is ppi, M q ą 0 for all i P M and all
M P M. The IIA assumption is satisfied whenever
ppi, ti, juqppj, M q “ ppj, ti, juqppi, M q,

@i, j P M and @M P M,

meaning that enlarging the choice set does not have an effect on relative choice probabilities. We state the characterization result below.
Proposition 7. A stochastic choice function p is rationalizable by a reversible limiting
MSC model with qij pM q ą 0 for all i, j P M and M P M iff it satisfies positivity and IIA.
Proof. See Appendix D.1.
The above result together with Proposition 4 implies that if stochastic choice data satisfies
the two properties – IIA and positivity – restricting additional pairwise comparisons does
not change final choices provided the same alternatives can be reached from each starting
point.
Reversible limiting MSC models with positive transition probabilities are an interesting
class of models because the transitions between the pairs of alternatives happen as if
they are determined only by the utility of the two alternatives, and not by their relative
salience, as shown in the corollary below.
Corollary 1. A limiting MSC model with strictly positive transitions is reversible iff there
exists a function u : N Ñ R`` such that
qij pM q
upjq
“
.
qji pM q
upiq

(4.1)

Proof. See Appendix D.2.
An example of such model is one in which sij pM q “ sji pM q and tij “

upjq
upiq`upjq

for all

i, j P M and all M P M, where up.q can be interpreted as a utility function. Since
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relative transitions between all pairs of alternatives are guided only by tastes and not
attention, the above result shows that we could think of decision makers following a
reversible limiting MSC model as being rational, although their choices are stochastic.
Moreover, a violation of the IIA and positivity axioms signifies that pairwise comparisons
are affected by alternatives’ salience.
Proposition 7 is interesting because it shows that the well-known Luce model, also referred to as multinomial logit, is nested in the limiting MSC model. A stochastic choice
function p is a Luce rule if there exists a function u : N Ñ R`` such that for all M P M
and i P M
upiq
.
jPM upjq

ppi, M q “ ř

In his seminal work, Luce (1959) shows that positivity and IIA characterize the Luce
model. Therefore, Proposition 7 can be seen as a procedural justification for the Luce
model. Basically, stochastic choice consistent with the Luce model arises whenever the
search dynamics evolves as a Markov process in which on average the transitions from i
to j are equal to the transitions from j to i for all pairs of alternatives.
Proposition 7 is restricted to reversible limiting MSC models with positive transition
probabilities. As we have seen in Proposition 4 the domain of limiting MSC models
which are not susceptible to comparability restrictions is larger, and we will define in
the following necessary and sufficient conditions for stochastic choice functions that are
rationalizable only with reversible limiting MSC models.
First, we define a binary relation capturing violations of IIA on the set of alternatives for
each menu.
Definition 4. Let BM be a binary relation over a menu M P M such that for i, j P M
and i ‰ j
i BM j ðñ ppi, ti, juqppj, M q ą ppj, ti, juqppi, M q.
This means that i BM j when enlarging the choice set to M decreases the relative choice
probability of i against j. Therefore, the binary relation is antisymmetric, i.e. if pi, jq P
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BM , then pj, iq R BM . Note that BM may not be complete, namely when the relative
choice probabilities for some pairs are not affected by enlarging the choice set. A stochastic
choice function satisfies IIA if and only if BM “ H for all M P M.
Furthermore, the binary relation BM might not be transitive. We define a cycle of BM
on M 1 Ď M as a set of ordered pairs CM pM 1 q “ tpi1 , i2 q, pi2 , i3 q, . . . , piH , i1 qu such that
@pj, kq P CM pM 1 q it holds that j, k P M 1 and j BM k, where some alternatives might be
revisited such that |M 1 | ď H. If there is no such cycle on any M 1 Ď M , we call BM
acyclical.
As shown in the theorem below we can determine based on the cyclicity property of BM
whether the stochastic choice function ppM q is rationalizable with a limiting MSC model
which is reversible or non-reversible on M .
Theorem 1. A stochastic choice function ppM q is rationalizable only by limiting MSC
models which are reversible on M iff BM is acyclical. A stochastic choice function ppM q
is rationalizable by a limiting MSC model which is non-reversible on M iff BM is cyclical.
Proof. See Appendix D.3.
According to the result above the reversibility of a limiting MSC model on a particular
menu M can be determined solely by using choice data on the particular menu M and
choice data on all binary choice sets between the alternatives in M . It also implies that
a stochastic choice function p is rationalizable only by reversible limiting MSC models iff
BM is acyclical on all M P M.
Theorem 1 offers an alternative characterization of reversible limiting MSC models to
the one obtained in Proposition 5. The result is particularly useful, because it does not
rely on the manipulability of the decision problem by comparability restrictions, which
is associated with unobservable cognitive limitations of the decision-maker. Theorem 1
and Propositions 4 and 5 can even serve as complements to make predictions and to
uncover the properties of the true generating model. The above theorem together with
Proposition 4 implies that if a decision maker is not under time pressure and the observed
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stochastic choice function satisfies acyclicity on a particular menu, then manipulating the
comparability restrictions for that menu does not affect the stochastic choice. Moreover, in
the case when BM is cyclical on a particular menu, Theorem 1 implies that the stochastic
choice can be rationalized with a limiting MSC model which is non-reversible on M , but we
cannot be certain that the true generating model is indeed non-reversible on M . However,
if it is feasible to manipulate the decision problem by comparability restrictions, we can
apply Proposition 5 to verify that. An analyst would need to elicit the choice function for
the manipulated choice problem and observe whether this alters choices. If there exists
at least one such manipulation the true generating model is indeed non-reversible.

4.2

Characterization of ergodic limiting MSC models

In this section we drop the IIA assumption of Proposition 7 and characterize limiting
MSC models in which (i) the agent can directly compare all pairs of alternatives and (ii)
the agent is able to explore the whole choice set.
We are in particular interested in the case when stochastic choice is rationalizable by
a limiting MSC model with positive transition probabilities because it means that the
agent’s ability to make pairwise comparisons is not restricted by cognitive limitations
similar to the ones we discussed in Section 3.3.
First, we need to define a property of the stochastic choice for each pair of alternatives in
a menu.
Definition 5. The choice over a pair i, j P M is bounded in a cycle according to ppM q
if whenever pi, jq R BM and pj, iq R BM , there exists a CM pM 1 q with pi, jq P CM pM 1 q for
some M 1 Ď M .
The property implies that in larger choice sets, the relative choice probabilities are
bounded from above and below by the relative binary choice probabilities. In particular, it follows from the definition of a cycle that it holds for all pairs pih , ih`1 q P CM pM 1 q
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that
ppih , M q
ppih , tih , ih`1 uq
ą
,
ppih`1 , tih , ih`1 uq
ppih`1 , M q
ppih , M q
ppih , tih´1 , ih uq
ppi2 , ti1 , i2 uq ppi1 , ti1 , iH uq
ppih`1 , tih , ih`1 uq
ą
...
...
,
ppih`1 , M q
ppih´1 , tih´1 , ih uq
ppi1 , ti1 , i2 uq ppiH , ti1 , iH uq
ppih , tih , ih`1 uq
where M 1 “ ti1 , . . . , iH u Ď M .
By requiring the boundedness condition to hold on all pairs of alternatives in the menu,
we can show that the choice function is consistent with that of an agent who can transition
directly between all pairs of alternatives in a menu.
Theorem 2. A stochastic choice function p is rationalizable by a limiting MSC model
such that
(i) EM P M and i, j P M for which qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0 iff choice over all pairs and all
menus is bounded in a cycle;
(ii) qij pM q ą 0 for all i, j P M and M P M iff choice over all pairs and all menus is
bounded in a cycle and ppi, ti, juq P p0, 1q for all i, j P N .
Proof. See Appendix E.1.
Theorem 2 implies that whenever a choice function satisfies the bounded in a cycle condition for pairs of alternatives and all menus, it can always be rationalized by a limiting
MSC model for which sij pM q ą 0 for all i, j P M . On the other hand, choices that violate the condition indicate that the decision-maker’s ability to compare certain pairs of
alternatives directly has been restricted, due to the presentation of the decision problem
or the cognitive limitations.
Note that the classes of models characterized in Theorems 1 and 2 do not nest each other,
because a limiting MSC model might be reversible, but some transition probabilities might
be equal to zero. In fact, the intersection of the two classes of limiting MSC models is the
one we analyzed in Section 4.1. Therefore, if a stochastic choice function is positive and
acyclical on all M , but violates IIA, then it is only rationalizable by reversible limiting
MSC models, for which some transitions happen with zero probability.
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Lastly, we show that choice data alone is informative about an agent’s ability to explore the
whole menu during the decision-making process. This is the case when the rationalizing
limiting MSC model is ergodic, hence it is irreducible and aperiodic on all menus. Since
this is a more general result than Theorem 2, only a subset of pairs of alternatives need
to be bounded in a cycle.
Theorem 3. A stochastic choice function p is rationalizable by an ergodic limiting MSC
model iff @M P M the alternatives in the menu can be arranged in a sequence such that
choice over all consecutive pairs i, j P M is bounded in a cycle and ppi, ti, juq P p0, 1q.
Proof. See Appendix E.2.
Note that the ergodicity of the underlying model implies that the observed choice behavior
does not depend on the initial distribution. On the other hand, if the alternatives in the
menu cannot be ordered such that all consecutive pairs satisfy the boundedness condition,
Theorem 3 implies that the initial fixation determines the set of alternatives that the agent
can explore, which is only a subset of the whole menu. Therefore, changes in the initial
distribution would affect the purchasing decisions of the agent.
The limited exploration of the choice set is related to the existence of consideration sets.
One such case is when the agent approaches the choice problem by first selecting a subcategory of alternatives in the menu to view and then choosing among them. For example,
if the decision maker wishes to buy a snack, he might first decide whether he wishes to
buy a sweet or salty snack and explore only the items in the respective category. Such
behavior is consistent with a large body of experimental literature in marketing that identifies different heuristics decision makers use to construct consideration sets, which often
involves considering a subset of items that possess a certain attribute (see Hauser (2014)
and references therein).
In the context of the shopper from an e-commerce website with a recommendation system,
violations of the condition on the stochastic choice function indicate that the recommendation algorithm has identified distinct subgroups among the available alternatives and
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would suggest different sets of related alternatives depending on the first alternative that
the agent views.

5

Revealed attention and acceptance probability in
the limiting MSC model

In this section we analyze whether the decision-maker’s choices reveal information about
the unobservable parameters of the limiting MSC model. Inferring the exact transition
probabilities from choice data is in general not possible, since there are multiple models
that generate the same choice behavior. However, as we show in the following proposition,
choice data alone allows us to determine the pairs of alternatives which the decision maker
is not able to compare directly.
Proposition 8. Let p be a positive stochastic choice function rationalizable by a limiting
MSC model. If a pair i, j P M is not bounded in a cycle then qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0.
Proof. See Appendix F.1.
Proposition 8 shows that choice data reveals the precise pairs of alternatives which the
decision maker is not able to compare directly. This information can be used by a planner
to make better targeted interventions using the instruments discussed in Section 3. Moreover, if choice data reveals the existence of consideration sets when applying Theorem 3,
sellers can infer which products fall into the same consideration set as their own product,
thus showing their direct competitors as seen from consumers’ perspective.7
In order to infer the positive transition probabilities of the underlying limiting MSC
model, an analyst needs to have access to additional data featuring the sequence of eye
7

Note also that the choice behavior of the agent reveals when the only rationalizing model is one where

no transitions between alternatives are allowed, namely qij pM q “ 0 for all i, j P M . According to such a
model the agent chooses the alternative that he first views. This is the only rationalizing limiting MSC
model if BM is complete and acyclical.
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fixations. However, using choice data only, we can still learn valuable information about
the acceptance probabilities and relative salience.
We know from Example 1 that the ratio of the transition probabilities is revealed from
choice data on binary menus. Imposing more structure on the model by strengthening
the TR-IIA condition allows us to reveal additional information about the underlying
parameters. Therefore, we focus now on limiting MSC models for which the relative
salience parameters are symmetric, therefore sij pM q “ sji pM q for all i, j P M and all
M P N . This property of a limiting MSC model is intuitive if we consider the relative
salience to be determined by the distance between the respective pairs. As shown in
the corollary of Theorem 1 below, among the rationalizing limiting MSC models of a
stochastic choice function, there always exists one with symmetric relative salience.
Corollary 2. All stochastic choice functions are rationalizable by limiting MSC models
with sij pM q “ sji pM q for all i, j P M and all M P N .
Proof. See Appendix D.4.
This class of limiting MSC models is particularly interesting, because it allows us to infer
the exact conditional acceptance probabilities tij from choice data on binary sets.
Proposition 9. Let p be a stochastic choice function rationalizable by a limiting MSC
model QpM q with sij pM q “ sji pM q for all i, j P M . All acceptance probabilities tji can be
uniquely identified from data on binary choice sets, namely tji “ ppi, ti, juq for all i, j P N.
Proof. Fix M “ ti, ju. We substitute qij pM q “ sij pM qtij in the expression for the binary
choice probabilities from Example 1:
ppi, ti, juq “

qji pti, juq
sji pti, juqtji
tji
“
“
“ tji ,
qij pti, juq ` qji pti, juq
sij pti, juqtij ` sji pti, juqtji
tij ` tji

which follows from the symmetric salience assumption and that tij ` tji “ 1.
Proposition 9 is important to understand the driving force behind a high probability to
fixate on and subsequently choose a particular alternative. The result can be used to
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isolate the effect of the value of an alternative from its relative salience, captured in the
acceptance probabilities, on its choice probability.
As we noted previously, Proposition 8 can be used to identify whether certain competitors
belong to the same consideration set. Using choice data on pairs and triples we can infer
information about the probability to attract attention away from an incumbent relative
to another competitor in the consideration set.
Proposition 10. Let M “ ti, j, ku and p be a stochastic choice function rationalizable by
a limiting MSC model QpM q with sij pM q “ sji pM q for all i, j P M . Alternative j attracts
more attention than k from incumbent i when
ppk,ti,kuq
ppi,ti,kuq
´ ppj,ti,juq
ppi,ti,juq

´
´

ppk,M q
ppi,M q
ppj,M q
ppi,M q

ą

ppi, ti, juq
.
ppi, ti, kuq

Proof. See Appendix F.2.
This condition means roughly that j attracts more attention than k if adding j to the
menu ti, ku causes a greater change in the relative choice probabilities than adding k to
the pair ti, ju. Such information is valuable to firms wishing to assess the effectiveness of
a product’s marketing or presentation against its competitors.

6

Related literature

Recent contributions from the neuroeconomics literature by Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2018)
and Baldassi, Cerreia-Vioglio, Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Pirazzini (2020) are most related to this paper. Their proposed model is called the Metropolis DDM model which
can be considered a special case of the MSC model. Notable similarities between the
Metropolis DDM model and the MSC model are Markovian exploration of the choice set
through stochastic pairwise comparisons and the way consideration sets are incorporated.
However, in Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2018) the exploration mechanism and the transition
probabilities are defined more specifically. The decision-making procedure is assumed to
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follow the classical Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, &
Teller, 1953), which in our setting means that the relative salience parameters are symmetric, and that the transition probabilities are determined by the drift-diffusion model
(DDM) (Ratcliff, 1978). Another difference between the two models is the way time pressure is modeled – in Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2018) and Baldassi et al. (2020) the process
stops after a given number of transitions, whereas in our setting the stopping time is
probabilistic.
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the economics literature in incorporating different behavioral limitations into models of decision-making. Our paper
contributes mainly to three different branches - search, reference dependence, and limited
consideration. This literature is vast, so we will discuss only the most relevant papers
below.
There are a number of related publications assuming a dynamic exploration of the choice
set. In many of these works the search order itself is part of the decision problem (Horan,
2010; Papi, 2012; Zhang, 2016), which is not the case in the MSC model. Caplin and
Dean (2011) consider a model of stochastic exploration of the choice set in which utility
maximization is performed on the explored choice set. The authors use non-standard
data comprised of agent’s provisional choices that evolve with contemplation time to
characterize the model, whereas our analysis is based only on choice data.
There are a number of papers featuring unobservable search order and deterministic preferences. Apesteguia and Ballester (2013) consider a sequential procedure guided by routes
according to which agents make deterministic pairwise comparisons. As in our model, the
winner of a binary comparison is compared pairwise with another alternative in the menu.
Since the procedure continues until the menu is exhausted, the choice function is deterministic as opposed to the stochastic choice that we study.
Two related papers study decision-making in the context of unobservable networks of
products and the impact of comparability restrictions. Masatlioglu and Nakajima (2013)
and Masatlioglu and Suleymanov (2019) assume that a decision-maker is possibly unaware
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of the available products and searches the choice set using the recommendation system
of an online platform, which also applies to the MSC model. The decision maker has
a deterministic preference and chooses the best alternative from the recommended ones
unless all suggested alternatives are worse than the current one, making the termination
of the process endogenous.
All of the mentioned papers on search so far feature deterministic choice. A recent paper
by Dutta (2020) models choices as stochastic and shares some similarities with the MSC
model. Notably, both models feature pairwise comparisons and random stopping probability. However, in Dutta (2020) the comparisons and the search order are deterministic.
The MSC model can be interpreted as featuring a dynamic reference point, because the
probability to transition from an incumbent to a competitor is incumbent-specific. Traditionally, reference points have been assumed to be static and exogenous (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1991; Masatlioglu & Ok, 2005; Salant & Rubinstein, 2008). Ok, Ortoleva,
and Riella (2015) and Tserenjigmid (2019) model reference points as endogenous depending on the choice set, but not as dynamic.
Notably, Ravid and Steverson (2019) propose the “focus, then compare” decision procedure, which features a dynamic reference dependence and stochastic binary comparisons
similarly to the MSC model. They assume that the decision maker selects a focal alternative at random and compares it stochastically to all other available alternatives. If
the focal option wins all pairwise comparisons, then the process stops, and if not, the
procedure is repeated by selecting another focal alternative. An important feature that
the MSC model shares with the model is that the probabilities to transition from an
incumbent to a competitor are stable during the process and independent from past focal
options. However, the stopping mechanism in Ravid and Steverson (2019) is endogenous,
whereas it is exogenous in our model. Another difference is that the ”focus, then compare” procedure implies that the agent is aware of all alternatives in the choice set and is
able to make all pairwise comparisons.
Our paper adds to the literature on limited consideration since it is possible that the
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decision maker cannot explore the whole choice set. Many of the papers discussed so
far also accommodate the existence of consideration sets. Two other influential papers
on stochastic choice featuring consideration sets are Manzini and Mariotti (2014) and
Brady and Rehbeck (2016). In these models stochastic choice is driven by the random
composition of the consideration sets, unlike in the MSC model where if consideration
sets exist, they are fixed for each choice set.
Finally, our paper is also related to the literature on manipulating attention and its consequences on choice behavior. Notable recent theoretical works addressing this issue are
Gossner, Steiner, and Steward (2020), which features a learning mechanism and endogenous stopping, and Kovach and Tserenjigmid (2019), which enriches the Luce (1959)
model by separating the alternatives into two categories depending on their ability to
attract attention.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we propose a model of decision-making, which is inspired by the observation
that people explore choice sets sequentially through stochastic pairwise comparisons. The
model is based on the assumption that the decision-making process evolves as a Markov
chain, which is terminated randomly. We use the framework to understand how and
why certain interventions work and to study the properties of the decision process that
can be inferred from stochastic choices, which in turn are informative for better-targeted
interventions. In particular, we find that the choice probability of an alternative increases
in the presence of an alternative which it dominates and when there is a higher chance
that the first fixation is on that alternative.
In addition, we analyze the effect of the arrangement of alternatives and the induced
comparability restrictions on choices with and without time pressure. Thereby, we identify
that the class of reversible limiting MSC models is resistant to such interventions. We
obtain two characterizations of this domain for different types of choice data and show
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that it nests the well-known Luce model.
Further, we characterize two interesting classes of limiting MSC models – one which ensures that the agent is able to compare all alternatives directly and another one according
to which the agent is able to explore the complete choice set irrespective of the starting
position. Finally, we show that choice data can be used to infer the exact pairs of alternatives that the agent cannot compare, thus revealing the unobservable consideration
sets. Moreover, choice data reveals information on the transition probabilities, which can
be used to isolate the effect of value from saliency leading to the choice of a particular
alternative.
The proposed model offers different directions for future research, two of which we outline
here. In the current paper, time pressure is reflected in the stopping probability of the
decision-making process. An alternative way to model time pressure is as a fixed point
in time at which the exploration of the choice set is terminated. One could then compare
the effect that the two approaches to time pressure have on final choices and use that
information to make predictions.
The second direction is to extend the model to multi-attribute alternatives. This can be
easily incorporated in the existing framework by letting each state of the Markov chain
represent an attribute of an alternative. The multi-attribute version of the MSC model
offers a natural environment to study the other context effects known in the literature,
such as the compromise and similarity effects, and contribute to a better understanding
of the effect of alternative- vs. attribute-based transitions on choices, which have been
extensively studied in the experimental literature (see Noguchi and Stewart (2014)).
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A

Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1

Fix a menu M P M. We rearrange equation (2.2) in the following way:
ˆ
˙´1
α
1
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “
πpM q
I ´ QpM q
1´α
1´α
˙
ˆ
1
α
1
˘ adj
` 1
πpM q
I ´ QpM q ,
“
1´α
1´α
I ´ QpM q
det 1´α
where adj(.) denotes the adjugate matrix. Since the Markov process is ergodic, QpM q
has an eigenvalue of 1. We express the determinant with the characteristic polynomial as
shown below:
ˆ
det

1
I ´ QpM q
1´α

L ˆ
ź

˙
“

l“1

1
´ λl
1´α

˙

L

α ź
“
1 ´ α l“2

ˆ

˙
1
´ λl ,
1´α

where λl denote the eigenvalues of QpM q. Since λl ă 1 for l ‰ 1, the determinant is
positive. We plug in the expression and simplify the resulting choice function
ˆ
˙
1
1
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ πpM q śL ` 1
I ´ QpM q .
˘ adj
1´α
l“2 1´α ´ λl
Now we can let α Ñ 0:
ρpQpM qq “ lim ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ πpM q śL
αÑ0

1

l“2 p1

´ λl q

adjpI ´ QpM qq.

Let us multiply both sides of the equation with pI ´ QpM qq from the right:
ρpQpM qqpI ´ QpM qq “ πpM q śL

1

adjpI ´ QpM qqpI ´ QpM qq
p1
´
λ
q
l
l“2
1
“ πpM q śL
detpI ´ QpM qq
l“2 p1 ´ λl q

Since the matrix pI ´ QpM qq is singular, detpI ´ QpM qq “ 0. Therefore,
ρpQpM qqpI ´ QpM qq “ 0
Hence, ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq converges to the unique stationary distribution of the Markov
chain with transition probability matrix QpM q as α Ñ 0.
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B

Appendix: Proofs of the results on choice architecture

B.1

Proof of Proposition 2

The choice probability of i in the menus ti, ju and ti, j, ku equals:
qji pti, juq
,
qji pti, juq ` qij pti, juq
qjk pM qqki pM q ` qji pM qpqki pM q ` qkj pM qq
ρpi, QpM qq “
,
qjk pM qqki pM q ` qji pM qpqki pM q ` qkj pM qq ` qij pM qpqjk pM q ` qki pM q ` qkj pM qq
ρpi, Qpti, juqq “

where M “ ti, j, ku. We plug the expressions in the inequality ρpi, Qpti, j, kuqq ą ρpi, Qpti, juqq
and rearrange it in the following way
qij pti, juqpqjk pM qqki pM q`qji pM qpqki pM q`qkj pM qqq ą qji pti, juqqij pM qpqjk pM q`qki pM q`qkj pM qq.
We can simplify the inequality using that qji pti, juqqij pM q “ qij pti, juqqji pM q ą 0, which
follows from TR-IIA, and obtain
qij pti, juqqjk pM qqki pM q ą qji pti, juqqij pM qqjk pM q.
We simplify the above equation, divide by qij pti, juq and use that qji pM q “

qji pti,juqqij pM q
qij pti,juq

to get qki pM q ą qji pM q. The reverse statement can be obtained in an analogous way
by assuming a limiting MSC model with qki pM q ą qji pM q and showing that the choice
probability of i is larger when the dominated alternative k is in the choice set.

B.2

Proof of Proposition 3

Fix a menu M P M and let ρpα, δi , QpM qq denote the stochastic choice function generated
by the baseline MSC model with initial distribution equal to the degenerate distribution
with point mass on alternative i. We will first show that a stochastic choice function
is a linear combination of the stochastic choice functions from degenerate initial conditions. Let V “ pI ´ p1 ´ αqQpM qq and W “ V ´1 , which exists for α ‰ 0. Recall from
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equation (2.2) that
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ απpM qpI ´ p1 ´ αqQpM qq´1 “ απpM qV ´1 “ απpM qW.
Since we have fixed α and QpM q we will use the following simplified notation to denote
the probability to choose alternative i from the menu ρpi, α, πpM q, QpM qq “ ρα,Q pi, πq.
Note that ρα,Q pi, δj q “ αwji for any i, j P M . If πpM q is not degenerate, we have that
ÿ
ÿ
ρα,Q pi, πq “
πpj, M qαwji “
πpj, M qρα,Q pi, δj q @i P M.
(B.1)
jPM

jPM

Let i be the target alternative. We will now show that ρα,Q pi, δi q ą ρα,Q pi, δj q for all
j ‰ i. Denote maxj‰i tρα,Q pi, δj qu “ ρα,Q pi, δm q. Since V ¨ W “ I we obtain the following
equation when we multiply V ’s mth row vector with W ’s ith column vector:
ÿ
p1 ´ p1 ´ αqqmm pM qqwmi `
p´1qp1 ´ αqqmj pM qwji “ 0
j‰m

p1 ´ p1 ´ αqp1 ´

ÿ

qmj pM qqqwmi ´ p1 ´ αq

j‰m

pα ` p1 ´ αq

ÿ

ÿ

qmj pM qwji “ 0

j‰m

ÿ

qmj pM qqwmi ´ p1 ´ αq

qmj pM qwji “ 0

j‰m

j‰m

p1 ´ αqp

ÿ

qmj pM qpwji ´ wmi qq “ αwmi

j‰m

Finally, we plug in ρα,Q pi, δj q “ αwji and obtain
ÿ
qmj pM qpρα,Q pi, δj q ´ ρα,Q pi, δm qq “
j‰m

α
ρα,Q pi, δm q.
1´α

We assumed w.l.o.g. that ρα,Q pi, δm q ě ρα,Q pi, δj q for all j ‰ i. If ρα,Q pi, δm q ě ρα,Q pi, δi q,
then the left-hand side of the above equation is weakly negative, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, ρα,Q pi, δi q ą ρα,Q pi, δj q for all j ‰ i. Consider now the difference in the choice
ř
probability of i using equation (B.1) and that j ∆πpj, M q “ 0:
ÿ
ρα,Q pi, π 1 q ´ ρα,Q pi, πq “ ∆πpi, M qρα,Q pi, δi q `
∆πpj, M qρα,Q pi, δj q
j‰i

ÿ
“´

∆πpj, M qρα,Q pi, δi q `

j‰i

ÿ
“

ÿ

∆πpj, M qρα,Q pi, δj q

j‰i

∆πpj, M qpρα,Q pi, δj q ´ ρα,Q pi, δi qq ą 0,

j‰i

where the last inequality follows from the assumption that ∆πpj, M q ď 0 for all j ‰ i.
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B.3

Proof of Proposition 4

Fix a menu M P M and an ergodic limiting MSC model QpM q, which is reversible on M .
1

The limiting MSC model Q pM q is manipulated by comparability restrictions such that
1
pM q “ 0. We denote their respective
for one pair i, j P M holds qij pM q ‰ qij1 pM q “ qji
1

stochastic choice functions by ρpQpM qq and ρpQ pM qq.
We first show that the manipulated limiting MSC model is reversible on M and ergodic.
Since the non-manipulated model QpM q is reversible, it satisfies Kolmogorov’s criterion
on all sequences of states, i.e., for all i1 , i2 , . . . , iI P M ,
qi1 i2 pM qqi2 i3 pM q . . . qiI´1 iI pM qqiI i1 pM q “ qi2 i1 pM qqi3 i2 pM q . . . qiI iI´1 pM qqi1 iI pM q.
Since a valid manipulation requires that the set of reachable alternatives is preserved,
1

Q pM q has to be ergodic.
Consider all sequences of alternatives in M that do not involve i and j. TR-IIA and the
1

consistency requirement on non-manipulated pairs ensures that the model Q pM q satisfies
1
pM q “
Kolmogorov’s criterion on all such sequences of alternatives. Since qij1 pM q “ qji

0 all remaining sequences satisfy Kolmogorov’s criterion trivially and the manipulated
limiting MSC model is also reversible on M . Since both models satisfy the detailed
balance condition we have that
1

ρpl, QpM qq
qkl pM q
q 1 pM q
ρpl, Q pM qq
“
“ kl
“
1
ρpk, QpM qq
qlk pM q
qlk pM q
ρpk, Q1 pM qq

@k, l P M zti, ju and qlk pM q ą 0.

Next, we use the fact that rationalizable stochastic choice functions satisfy by definition
the equality ρpQpM qqQpM q “ ρpQpM qq. The system can also be written as
ÿ
ÿ
ρpk, QpM qqqkl pM q “ ρpl, QpM qq qlk pM q,
k‰l

ÿ

8

k‰l
1

1

1
ρpk, Q pM qqqkl
pM q “ ρpl, Q pM qq

k‰l

for all l P M . Our goal is to show

ÿ

1
pM q,
qlk

k‰l

ř

1
ρpk, QpM qqqkl
pM q “ ρpl, QpM qq

k‰l

ř

1
qlk
pM q for all

k‰l
1

l P M , which ensures that ρpQpM qq is a stationary distribution of Q pM q. Set l “ i and
8

More details can be found in the proof of Lemma 3 in Appendix C.
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consider
ÿ

1
ρpk, QpM qqqki
pM q ´ ρpi, QpM qq

k‰i

1
qik
pM q “

k‰i

ÿ
“

ÿ

1
1
pρpk, QpM qqqki
pM q ´ ρpi, QpM qqqik
pM qq `

ÿ

1
ρpk, QpM qqqki
pM q

k‰i
1 ‰0
qki
1 “0
qik

k‰i
1 ‰0
qki
1 ‰0
qik

ÿ

´ ρpi, QpM qq

1
qik
pM q `

k‰i
1 “0
qki
1 ‰0
qik

ÿ

1
1
pρpk, QpM qqqki
pM q ´ ρpi, QpM qqqik
pM qq.

k‰i
1 “0
qki
1 “0
qik

1
1
pM q “ 0. The consistency assumption
pM q ‰ 0 and qik
Consider the case in which qki

about the non-manipulated pairs implies that qki pM q ‰ 0 and qik pM q “ 0. Detailed
balance ensures that ρpk, QpM qq “ 0. This means that the second and third terms in the
above expression are equal to zero. The fourth term is equal to zero trivially. We also use
the assumption

1 pM q
qki
1 pM q
qik

“

qki pM q
qik pM q

to modify the first term. Therefore, the resulting equation

after the simplification is the following:
ÿ

1
ρpk, QpM qqqki
pM q ´ ρpi, QpM qq

k‰i

ÿ

1
qik
pM q “

k‰i

ÿ q 1 pM q
ki
pρpk, QpM qqqki pM q ´ ρpi, QpM qqqik pM qq .
“
q
ki pM q
k‰i
qki ‰0
qik ‰0

Since the limiting MSC model QpM q is reversible on M , detailed balance needs to holds
on all pairs. Therefore, ρpk, QpM qqqki pM q ´ ρpi, QpM qqqik pM q “ 0 for all k ‰ i and we
have shown that the whole expression is equal to zero.
We can repeat the same argument for all other l P M . Thus, ρpQpM qq is also the
1

stationary distribution of Q pM q. Since the manipulated limiting MSC model is irre1

ducible, the stationary distribution of the Markov chain Q pM q is unique and therefore
1

ρpQpM qq “ ρpQ pM qq.
We have now shown that restricting the comparability between a pair of alternatives does
not affect the stationary distribution of the new Markov chain. If the manipulation affects
more than one pair of alternatives, the argument of this proof can be applied again by
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1

taking Q pM q as the non-manipulated matrix and constructing a new manipulated matrix
2

Q pM q which does not permit the transition between a different pair of alternatives. This
can be done until the actual manipulated limiting MSC model is obtained.
Finally, the same argument extends trivially to the case in which the initial Markov chain
is not irreducible. Since the initial distribution of the manipulated and non-manipulated
limiting MSC model is the same, and also because after the manipulation the decision
maker is able to reach the same alternatives from each starting point as before the manipulation, the generated choice distributions of the two models are identical.

B.4

Proof of Proposition 5

The necessity part of the argument follows directly from Proposition 4. In order to
show the sufficiency part, fix a menu M and let ppM q be a stochastic choice function
rationalizable by a limiting MSC model QpM q and all its manipulations by comparability
1

restrictions Q pM q. We consider in particular the manipulations in which the comparison
between a single pair is prohibited, let this be i, j P M . It follows by the rationalizability
of p that9
ÿ

ppk, M qqkl pM q “ ppl, M q

k‰l

ÿ

ÿ

qlk pM q,

k‰l
1
ppk, M qqkl
pM q “ ppl, M q

k‰l

ÿ

(B.2)
1
qlk
pM q,

k‰l

for all l P M . Setting l “ i and using that

1 pM q
qki
1 pM q
qik

“

qki pM q
qik pM q

1
and qki
pM q ą 0 ùñ qki pM q ą 0

for k ‰ i, j, we can express the second inequality as follows:
ÿ

1
pM q ´ ppi, M q
ppk, M qqki

k‰i

1
qik
pM q “

k‰i

ÿ
“

ÿ

1
1
pppk, M qqki
pM q ´ ppi, M qqik
pM qq ´ ppi, M q

k‰i
1 “0
qki
1 ‰0
qik

k‰i
1 ‰0
qki

9

ÿ

More details can be found in the proof of Lemma 3 in Appendix C.
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1
qik
pM q “ 0.

1
pM q “ cqki pM q for all k, i P M for which comparability is
We use the assumption that qki

not restricted and obtain
ÿ

pppk, M qqki pM q ´ ppi, M qqik pM qq ´ ppi, M q

k‰i
1 ‰0
qki

ÿ

qik pM q “ 0.

k‰i
1 “0
qki
1 ‰0
qik

Since only the transition between i and j is restricted, the above equation becomes
ÿ

pppk, M qqki pM q ´ ppi, M qqik pM qq ´ ppi, M q

ÿ

qik pM q “ 0.

(B.3)

k‰i,j
qki “0
qik ‰0

k‰i,j
qki ‰0

Consider now the first equation in (B.2) for l “ i:
ÿ

ÿ

pppk, M qqki pM q ´ ppi, M qqik pM qq ´ ppi, M q

k‰i,j
qki ‰0

qik pM q`

k‰i,j
qki “0
qik ‰0

` ppj, M qqji pM q ´ ppi, M qqij pM q “ 0.
Together with (B.3) this implies that detailed balance needs to be satisfied for the manipulated pair i, j, hence
ppj, M qqji pM q ´ ppi, M qqij pM q “ 0.
Therefore, we see that if the stochastic choice function is not susceptible to the comparability restriction of a particular pair, detailed balance is satisfied for the restricted pair.
Since the stochastic choice function ppM q is not susceptible to any manipulation, this is
only possible if it holds for the rationalizing limiting MSC model that detailed balance
holds on all pairs, and hence that it is reversible on M .

B.5

Proof of Proposition 6

Let M “ ti, j, ku and consider the following baseline MSC models xQpM q, πpM q, αy and
1

1
xQ pM q, πpM q, αy such that qij pM q “ qij1 pM q ą 0 for all i, j P M except qik
pM q “
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1
pM q “ 0. Recall that all stochastic choice functions generated by a baseline MSC
qki

model satisfy equation (2.2)
ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ απpM qpI ´ p1 ´ αqQpM qq´1 .
We multiply both sides of the equation with the matrix pI ´ p1 ´ αqQpM qq and obtain
the following:
1

1

ρpα, πpM q, QpM qqpI ´p1´αqQpM qq “ απpM q “ ρpα, πpM q, Q pM qqpI ´p1´αqQ pM qq,
since both models have the same stopping probability and initial distribution. We simplify
the above equations in the following way
1

ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq ´ ρpα, πpM q, Q pM qq “
1

1

(B.4)

“ p1 ´ αqpρpα, πpM q, QpM qqQpM q ´ ρpα, πpM q, Q pM qqQ pM qq.
We solve the above system for ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq and let ρpα, πpM q, QpM qq “ p and
1

ρpα, πpM q, Q pM qq “ p1 to simplify the notation. We obtain the following
fi pα, Qqpqik pM qp1 pi, M q ´ qki pM qp1 pk, M qq
and
gpα, Qq
fk pα, Qqpqik pM qp1 pi, M q ´ qki pM qp1 pk, M qq
ppk, M q ´ p1 pk, M q “
,
gpα, Qq
ppi, M q ´ p1 pi, M q “ ´

where
fi pα, Qq “ p1 ´ αqpp1 ´ αqpqji pM q ` qjk pM q ` qkj pM qq ` αq ą 0,
fk pα, Qq “ p1 ´ αqpp1 ´ αqpqji pM q ` qij pM q ` qjk pM qq ` αq ą 0,
gpα, Qq “ pp1 ´ αqpqik pM q ` qki pM qq ` αqpp1 ´ αqpqji pM q ` qjk pM qq ` αq`
` p1 ´ αqqkj pM qpp1 ´ αqpqji pM q ` qik pM qq ` αq`
` p1 ´ αqqij pM qpp1 ´ αqpqki pM q ` qjk pM q ` qkj pM qq ` αq ą 0.
Therefore, if qik pM qp1 pi, M q ´ qki pM qp1 pk, M q ă 0 it holds that ppi, M q ´ p1 pi, M q ą 0 and
ppk, M q ´ p1 pk, M q ă 0.
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1

If we solve (B.4) for ρpα, π, Q pM qq instead we obtain the following result:
fi pα, Qqpqik pM qppi, M q ´ qki pM qppk, M qq
and
g 1 pα, Qq
fk pα, Qqpqik pM qppi, M q ´ qki pM qppk, M qq
ppk, M q ´ p1 pk, M q “
,
g 1 pα, Qq
ppi, M q ´ p1 pi, M q “ ´

where
g 1 pα, Qq “ α2 ` p1 ´ αqpαpqjk pM q ` qkj pM qq ` qji pM qpα ` p1 ´ αqqkj pM qq`
` qij pM qpα ` p1 ´ αqpqjk pM q ` qkj pM qqqq ą 0.
We make a similar conclusion that if qik pM qppi, M q ´ qki pM qppk, M q ă 0 it holds that
ppi, M q ´ p1 pi, M q ą 0 and ppk, M q ´ p1 pk, M q ă 0.

C

Appendix: General results on rationalizability

Let dji pM q “ ppj, M q ´

ppj,ti,juq
ppi, M q
ppi,ti,juq

for ppi, ti, juq ‰ 0. Therefore, we can rewrite

Definition 4 as i BM j ðñ dji pM q ą 0, @i, j P M. Here we show some auxiliary results
which will be useful in the proofs of Theorems 1-3.
Lemma 2. Let p be a stochastic choice function rationalizable by a limiting MSC model.
For all i, j P M for which ppi, ti, juq P p0, 1q it holds that dij pM qqij pM q “ ´dji pM qqji pM q.
Proof. Since ppi, ti, juq P p0, 1q, qij pti, juq ą 0 and qji pti, juq ą 0. The statement is
trivially satisfied for qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0. For qij pM q ą 0 and qji pM q ą 0, TR-IIA
implies that qij pM q “

ppj,ti,juq
q pM q.
ppi,ti,juq ji

Therefore,

ˆ

˙
ppi, ti, juq
ppj, ti, juq
ppj, M q
qji pM q
dij pM qqij pM q “ ppi, M q ´
ppj, ti, juq
ppi, ti, juq
ˆ
˙
ppj, ti, juq
“
ppi, M q ´ ppj, M q qji pM q
ppi, ti, juq
“ ´ dji pM qqji pM q.

The following lemma shows a necessary and sufficient condition for rationalizability.
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Lemma 3. Let QpM q be a limiting MSC model satisfying TR-IIA. A stochastic choice
function ppM q is rationalizable iff for all M P M it holds that
ÿ

dji pM qqji pM q ´

i‰j
qji ‰0

ÿ

dij pM qqij pM q “ 0

@j P M.

(C.1)

i‰j
qji “0

Proof. The rationalizability of p implies that ppM qpI ´ QpM qq “ 0. Therefore, for all
j P M it holds
¨
ÿ

˛

ÿ
˚
‹
ppi, M qqij pM q ` ppj, M q ˝1 ´
qji pM q‚ “ ppj, M q

i‰j
qij ‰0

i‰j
qji ‰0

ÿ

ppi, M qqij pM q “ ppj, M q

i‰j
qij ‰0

ÿ

ÿ

qji pM q

i‰j
qji ‰0

ppj, M qqji pM q ´

i‰j
qji ‰0

ÿ

ppi, M qqij pM q “ 0.

i‰j
qij ‰0

We apply the TR-IIA property and obtain the following equation:
˙
ÿ ˆ
ÿ
ÿ
qij pti, juq
ppj, M qqji pM q “ 0.
ppi, M qqij pM q `
qji pM q ´
ppj, M q ´ ppi, M q
qji pti, juq
i‰j
i‰j
i‰j
qji ‰0
qij “0

qji “0
qij ‰0

qji ‰0
qij ‰0

We know from Example 1 that the ratio of transition probabilities for binary sets is equal
to the choice probability ratio. We can rewrite the above equality using function dpq as
shown below and obtain the final result:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
dji pM qqji pM q ´
dij pM qqij pM q `
dji pM qqji pM q “ 0
i‰j
qji ‰0
qij ‰0

i‰j
qji “0
qij ‰0

ÿ
i‰j
qji ‰0

dji pM qqji pM q ´

i‰j
qji ‰0
qij “0

ÿ
i‰j
qji “0
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dij pM qqij pM q “ 0.

D

Appendix: Proofs of the characterization results
of reversible limiting MSC models

D.1

Proof of Proposition 7

Necessity: Let QpM q be a reversible limiting MSC model with strictly positive transition
probabilities between all pairs of alternatives. Fix a menu M P M and a pair i, j P M .
We will show that positivity and IIA hold for this pair and hence, for all other pairs and
menus.
Since the transition probabilities between all pairs are strictly positive, the stationary
distributions are such that ρpi, QpM qq ą 0 for all i P M and all M P M. Hence, the
induced stochastic choice function is positive. Reversibility implies that
ρpi, QpM qq
qji pM q
ρpi, Qpti, juqq
qji pti, juq
“
and
“
.
ρpj, QpM qq
qij pM q
ρpj, Qpti, juqq
qij pti, juq
Because of TR-IIA all fractions in the above equations are equal and hence IIA is satisfied.
Sufficiency: Let p be a positive stochastic choice function that satisfies IIA, that is
ppj, ti, juqppi, M q “ ppi, ti, juqppj, M q,

@i, j P M, @M P M.

ppi, M q “ 0 for all i, j P M . Lemma 3 in Appendix C
Note that dji pM q “ ppj, M q´ ppj,ti,juq
ppi,ti,juq
implies that the stochastic choice function is rationalizable by a limiting MSC model with
strictly positive transition probabilities. We will show that all such rationalizing models
are reversible, hence
qij pM qppi, M q “ qji pM qppj, M q,

@i, j P M, @M P M.

We apply IIA and Example 1 and obtain
ppj, M q
ppj, ti, juq
qji pti, juq
“
“
.
ppi, M q
ppi, ti, juq
qij pti, juq
Finally, TR-IIA and the above equation imply that
qij pM qppi, M q “ qji pM qppj, M q.
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Therefore, detailed balance holds on all pairs and menus and the rationalizing model is
reversible for all menus.

D.2

Proof of Corollary 1

Necessity: If there exists a utility function such that the ratios of transition probabilities
satisfy equation (4.1), reversibility of the limiting MSC model is trivial as it follows directly
from Kolmogorov’s criterion.
Sufficiency: Let QpM q be a reversible limiting MSC model with strictly positive transitions. In Proposition 7 we show that the model is characterized by IIA and positivity.
Therefore, a stochastic choice function generated by the limiting MSC model QpM q is
a Luce rule. Hence, there exists an increasing function u : N Ñ R`` such that for all
M P M and i P M such that
upiq
.
jPM upjq

ppi, M q “ ř

Since the model is reversible, it satisfies detailed balance on each pair of alternatives.
Hence, it holds for all i, j P M and all M P M that
qji pM qppj, M q “ ppi, M qqij pM q
upiq
upjq
“ř
qij pM q
kPM upkq
kPM upkq

qji pM q ř
and the result follows.

D.3

Proof of Theorem 1

Necessity: Fix a menu M P M. We consider a limiting MSC model QpM q with generated
stochastic choice function ρpQpM qq “ ppM q. We will show that if a limiting MSC model
violates reversibility on M , the generated stochastic choice function ppM q is cyclical.
The proof is structured as follows. First, we show that a limiting MSC model, which is
not reversible on M , generates stochastic choice functions which satisfy BM ‰ H. Then,
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we represent the equations in (C.1) in matrix notation for each menu. If the Markov chain
is not reversible on M , the system has a positive solution. We invoke Gordan’s theorem,
which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of positive solutions to
a homogeneous linear system and show the relationship of the condition to the cyclicity
property of BM .
If a limiting MSC model is not reversible on M , then detailed balance is violated for at
least one pair i, j P M , hence:
qij pM qppi, M q ‰ qji pM qppj, M q.

(D.1)

Assume by contradiction that BM “ H. This means that it holds for i, j that
ppj, ti, juqppi, M q “ ppi, ti, juqppj, M q.

(D.2)

If ppi, M q “ ppj, M q “ 0, then inequality (D.1) is violated. If ppi, M q ą 0, ppj, M q “ 0,
equation (D.2) implies that ppi, ti, juq “ 0 and hence qji pti, juq “ 0. It follows from TRIIA that qji pM q “ 0, which would then violate (D.1). Finally, if ppi, M q ą 0, ppj, M q ą 0
implies together with (D.2) that ppj, ti, juq ą 0 and ppi, ti, juq ą 0. This in turn means
that qji pti, juq “ 0 and qij pti, juq “ 0. TR-IIA is satisfied when either qij pM q “ qji pM q “
0 or when both are strictly positive and
ppj, M q
ppj, ti, juq
qji pti, juq
qji pM q
“
“
“
.
ppi, M q
ppi, ti, juq
qij pti, juq
qij pM q
Both of these cases violate (D.1). Therefore, if a limiting MSC model is not reversible
on M then BM ‰ H.
Recall that dji pM q “ ppj, M q´ ppj,ti,juq
ppi, M q for ppi, ti, juq ‰ 0 as defined in Appendix C.
ppi,ti,juq
Let fM : M Ñ r1, . . . , |M |s be a bijective mapping assigning an index to each alternative
in the menu M . Further, we denote by GM a set of ordered pairs in the menu such that
for all i, j P M , pi, jq P GM unless ρpj, Qpti, juqq “ 0 or pj, iq P GM or dij pM q “ 0.
Note that since there is some i, j P M for which dij pM q ‰ 0, GM ‰ H. We denote
with gM : GM Ñ r1, . . . , |GM |s a bijective mapping on the set of ordered pairs. Further,
we define a vector of transition probabilities γpM q between the pairs in GM , that is
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γgM pi,jq pM q “ qij pM q. Finally, we denote by DpM q a matrix with dimensions |M | ˆ |GM |
and elements
$
’
’
’
dij pM q,
’
’
&
dfM pkq,gM pi,jq pM q “ ´dij pM q,
’
’
’
’
’
%0

if k “ i,
if k “ j,
if k ‰ i, k ‰ j,

where k P M and pi, jq P GM . Note that all elements of the matrix given by the functions
dij pM q are defined since if ρpj, Qpti, juqq “ 0, pi, jq R GM . Further, none of the columns
of the matrix are equal to 0 because if dij pM q “ 0, pi, jq R GM . We claim that the system
DpM qγpM q “ 0

(D.3)

is equivalent to the one in (C.1) and is thus necessary and sufficient for rationalizability. In
order to verify this claim, we consider an equation from the system in (D.3) corresponding
to an arbitrary matrix row fM pjq:
ÿ

ÿ

dfM pjq,gM pj,iq pM qγgM pj,iq pM q `

iPM
pj,iqPGM

dfM pjq,gM pi,jq pM qγgM pi,jq pM q “ 0

iPM
pi,jqPGM

ÿ
iPM
pj,iqPGM

ÿ
i‰j
qji ‰0

ÿ

dji pM qqji pM q ´

dij pM qqij pM q “ 0

iPM
pi,jqPGM

dji pM qqji pM q ´

ÿ

dij pM qqij pM q “ 0,

i‰j
qji “0

where we obtain the last equation by applying Lemma 2 and letting dij pM qqij pM q “
´dji pM qqji pM q for all pi, jq P GM for which qji pM q ‰ 0. For all such pairs for which
qji pM q ą 0, TR-IIA implies that qji pti, juq ą 0 and hence, ppi, ti, juq ą 0, which ensures
that dji pM q is defined.
If the limiting MSC model is non-reversible on M , there must be at least one pair i, j
for which dij pM q ‰ 0 and qij pM q ą 0 and/or qji pM q ą 0, which means that γpM q ě 0.
We apply Gordan’s theorem10 which states that there exists a strictly positive solution
10

See for example Theorem 15.1(2) in Roman (2015).
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γpM q ě 0 to the linear system in (D.3) if and only if there does not exist a vector v P R|M |
for which
vDpM q " 0.

(D.4)

Let us denote the elements of the vector v “ pvi , vj , . . . q such that v fM piq “ vi . The linear
system in (D.4) is equivalent to
vi df piq,gM pi,jq pM q ` vj df pjq,gM pi,jq pM q ą 0,

@pi, jq P GM ,

which is in turn equal to
pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ą 0,

@pi, jq P GM .

(D.5)

Hence, each inequality in (D.5) specifies whether vi ą vj or vj ą vi depending on the sign
of dij pM q for all pi, jq P GM (recall that for all pi, jq P GM , dij pM q ‰ 0). As we argued
above, if the Markov chain is non-reversible on M , the system in (D.3) has a strictly
positive solution, and hence there does not exist a vector v satisfying (D.5). This is the
case when the elements of M 1 Ď M can be ordered in a sequence pi1 , i2 , . . . , iI q such that
di1 i2 pM q ą 0, di2 i3 pM q ą 0, . . ., diI´1 iI pM q ą 0, diI i1 pM q ą 0. Combining this insight with
the definition of the binary relation BM implies that BM is cyclical.
Sufficiency: The sufficiency part of the proof has a similar structure to the necessity
proof. Fix a menu M P M. We first consider the case in which BM “ H, therefore
ppj, ti, juqppi, M q “ ppi, ti, juqppj, M q,

@i, j P M.

(D.6)

This means that dij pM q “ 0 for all i, j P M for which it is defined. Lemma 3 implies
that there exists a limiting MSC model that rationalizes it. We now show that it is
reversible on M . Consider an arbitrary pair i, j P M . If ppi, ti, juqppj, M q ą 0 then
necessarily ppj, ti, juq ą 0 and ppi, M q ą 0. This in turn implies that qij pti, juq ą 0 and
qji pti, juq ą 0. If qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0, detailed balance is satisfied trivially. It is not
possible that qij pM q ą 0 and qji pM q “ 0 or vice versa, because it would violate TR-IIA.
If both qij pM q ą 0 and qji pM q ą 0 it holds that
ppj, ti, juq
qji pM q
ppj, M q
“
“
ppi, M q
ppi, ti, juq
qij pM q
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and detailed balance is satisfied on the pair. If ppi, ti, juqppj, M q “ 0 and ppi, M q “ 0 there
are two possible subcases: ppi, ti, juq “ 0 or/and ppj, M q “ 0. Detailed balance is trivially
satisfied in the latter. In the former case, ppi, ti, juq “ 0 implies that qji pti, juq “ 0. Using
TR-IIA we get that qji pM q “ 0 and detailed balance is again satisfied. Analogously, if
ppj, M q “ 0 and ppj, ti, juq “ 0, detailed balance is satisfied. We can conclude that in the
case when BM “ H the rationalizing model is reversible on M . We will assume for the
remainder of the proof that BM ‰ H.
In the second part of the proof, we start by creating the matrix DpM q and use Gordan’s
theorem, similarly to the necessity proof. If BM is cyclical, there is a strictly positive
solution to the system in (D.3) and if it is acyclical, the only non-negative solution is
the zero vector. Using the solution to the homogeneous system, we can create transition
probability matrices such that TR-IIA is satisfied and p is a left eigenvector.
Let p be a stochastic choice function such that BM ‰ H. Fix a menu M and define the
set GM and the functions fM p.q and gM p.q as shown in the necessity part of the proof. We
also define the matrix DpM q analogously. If BM is acyclical there is a vector v P R|M | for
which
vDpM q " 0.

(D.7)

On the contrary, if BM is cyclical, there is no such vector. Applying Gordan’s theorem
we know that the system
DpM qγpM q “ 0

(D.8)

has a strictly positive solution if BM is cyclical and no strictly positive solution if BM is
acyclical.
We can now use the solution to the above system to construct a transition probability
matrix QpM q. In particular, we define
$
’
’
’
γgM pi,jq
’
’
&
qij pM q “ 0
’
’
’
’
’
%p0, 1q
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if pi, jq P GM ,
if ppj, ti, juq “ 0,
if dij pM q “ 0.

(D.9)

We then let
$
’
ppi,ti,juq
’
’
qij pM q ppj,ti,juq
’
’
&
qji pM q “ 0
’
’
’
’
’
%p0, 1q
We ensure that

if pi, jq P GM or dij pM q “ 0,
if ppi, ti, juq “ 0,

(D.10)

if dji pM q “ 0 and ppj, ti, juq “ 0.

ř

j‰i qij pM q

ă 1 by scaling down all non-diagonal entries in the matrix
ř
by the same factor. Finally, we let qii pM q “ 1 ´ j‰i qij pM q.
Note that the constructed matrix satisfies trivially TR-IIA for all pairs i, j for which
ppi, ti, juq ‰ 0. Also if ppi, ti, juq “ 0 this implies that qji pti, juq “ 0. Since then
qji pM q “ 0, TR-IIA is satisfied as well.
Since the systems (D.8) and (C.1) are equivalent, Lemma 3 implies that the stochastic
choice function is rationalizable with the constructed limiting MSC model on M . The
procedure can be repeated analogously on all M P M.

D.4

Proof of Corollary 2

We show that among the rationalizing models there is always going to be a model with
symmetric relative salience parameters by letting tij “ ppj, ti, juq for all i, j P N . We
then generate the rationalizing limiting MSC model from choice data analogously as
shown in the proof of Theorem 1. If qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0, then sij pM q “ sji pM q “ 0.
Having qij pM q ą 0 and qji pM q “ 0 implies qji pti, juq “ 0 and tji “ 0. We can then
let sji pM q “ sij pM q. Finally, if qij pM q ą 0 and qji pM q ą 0, TR-IIA implies that
t

ppi,ti,juq
sji pM q “ sij pM q tijji ppj,ti,juq
“ sij pM q. Therefore, the constructed model rationalizes the

choice data and has symmetric relative salience parameters.
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E
E.1

Appendix: Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
Proof of Theorem 2

Necessity: Let QpM q be a limiting MSC model with no i, j P M for which qij pM q “
qji pM q “ 0 for all M P M. Assume by contradiction that there is a choice set M P M
and a pair k, l P M which violates the boundedness condition. This is the case when
k BM l and there is no cycle such that pk, lq P CM pM 1 q. This assumption implies that
BM ‰ H. We construct the set GM , the matrix DpM q and the vector γpM q as shown
in the proof of Theorem 1. Since there is no i, j P M for which qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0,
γpM q " 0. We use Stiemke’s lemma, which states that there exists a strongly positive
solution γpM q to the linear system in (D.3) if and only if there does not exist a vector
v P R|M | for which
vDpM q ě 0.

(E.1)

Analogously to (D.5), this system can be written as
pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ě 0, @pi, jq P GM and pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ą 0 for at least one pi, jq P GM .
Since γpM q " 0, such vector v does not exist. However, since pk, lq R CM pM 1 q, one can
set vl ą vk and therefore pvk ´ vl qdkl pM q ą 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, only
when it holds for all pairs of alternatives pi, jq P GM that there is some cycle CM pM 1 q
such that pi, jq P CM pM 1 q, we can ensure that vi “ vj for all pi, jq P GM .
If the limiting MSC model is such that qij pM q ą 0 for all M P M and all i, j P M , this
means that qij pti, juq ą 0 for all i, j P N . Therefore, it holds that ρpi, Qpti, juqq ą 0 for
all i, j P N .
Sufficiency: We now show that if choice over all pairs of alternatives in all menus is
bounded in a cycle, there always exists a rationalizing limiting MSC model such that
there is no i, j P M for which qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0 for all i, j P M . We construct the set
GM , the matrix DpM q and the vector γpM q as shown in the proof of Theorem 1. We use
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Stiemke’s lemma, which states that there exists a strongly positive solution to the linear
system in (D.8) if and only if there does not exist a vector v P R|M | for which
vDpM q ě 0.

(E.2)

We can alternatively write this linear system as
pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ě 0, @pi, jq P GM and pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ą 0 for at least one pi, jq P GM .
We will show that the assumption that all pairs of alternatives are bounded in a cycle
implies that there is no pair pi, jq P GM for which pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ą 0. Since all pairs of
alternatives are bounded in a cycle, it holds for all pi, jq P GM , that there exist a cycle
CM pM 1 q such that pi, jq P CM pM 1 q, where M 1 Ď M might be different for some pairs
in the set. The inequality (E.1) implies that for all alternatives ti11 , i12 , . . . , i1I u belonging
to a cycle on M 1 it holds that vi11 “ vi12 “ vi13 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ vi1I . It holds, therefore, that
pvi ´ vj qdij pM q “ 0 for all pi, jq P CM pM 1 q. The only possible way of having a pair
pi, jq P GM for which pvi ´ vj qdij pM q ą 0 is that i and j do not belong to the same
cycle. However, if that is true, the boundedness condition would imply that pi, jq R BM
and pj, iq R BM , which in turn implies that pi, jq R GM . This means, however, that
vDpM q “ 0. Therefore, the boundedness condition implies that the solution of the
system (D.8) is strongly positive. We construct a transition probability matrix QpM q as
shown in the proof of Theorem 1. Note in particular that it holds for all pairs pi, jq R GM
that qij pM q ą 0 unless ppj, ti, juq “ 0 following the proposed construction of the stochastic
choice function. This is the case since the boundedness condition implies positivity of the
stochastic choice function of M . The constructed Markov chain rationalizes p and satisfies
TR-IIA.
If the stochastic choice function is positive for all binary menus, we can immediately see
from the construction of the transition probability matrix that all entries will be strictly
positive.
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E.2

Proof of Theorem 3

Necessity: Let QpM q be an ergodic limiting MSC model. Hence, for each menu M there
is a sequence of alternatives IpM q such that it holds for all consecutive elements pi, jq that
qij pM q ą 0. We want to show that the generated stochastic choice function is positive
on binary sets and that for all subsequent pairs of alternatives in IpM q it holds that the
induced choice over the pair is bounded in a cycle.
The positivity of the stochastic choice function on binary sets is an immediate consequence
of the irreducibility of the Markov chain. Note that irreducibility on binary menus requires
that qij pti, juq P p0, 1q for all i, j P N .
We now need to show that it holds for all consecutive pairs in IpM q that the generated choice is bounded in a cycle. Assume by contradiction that this is not the case for
some pair i, j. Then, i BM j, but there is no cycle CM pM 1 q for which pi, jq P CM pM 1 q.
Proposition 8 then implies that all rationalizable models of ρpQpM qq are such that
qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0, which is a contradiction.
Sufficiency: Let p be a stochastic choice function which is positive on binary choice
sets and for which there is a sequence of the alternatives in the menu IpM q “ pi, j, . . . q
(possibly with repetitions) such that all consecutive pairs pi, jq are bounded in a cycle. We
will first show that the rationalizing model is such that for all M P M and i, j P M it holds
that either qij pM q ą 0, qji pM q ą 0 or qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0. Then, we will show that there
exists an irreducible limiting MSC model, in particular that for all consecutive elements
in the above sequence the transition probability is strictly positive. Since limiting MSC
models are aperiodic by definition, proving irreducibly implies that the limiting MSC
model is ergodic.
Suppose that there is a rationalizing limiting MSC model with qij pM q ą 0 and qji pM q “ 0.
Since p is positive on binary choice sets, we must have qij pti, juq ą 0 and qji pti, juq ą 0.
Under these assumptions, TR-IIA is violated and we have found a contradiction.
We now show the existence of a limiting MSC model with strictly positive transitions
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between every two consecutive alternatives in IpM q. We start by constructing a stochastic
choice function p1 from p, where we adjust ppk, tk, luq for all k BM l that are not bounded
in a cycle such that dkl pM q1 “ 0. Note that the constructed stochastic choice function p1
has to satisfy the boundedness condition on all pairs i, j P M . It also satisfies positivity
on binary sets because we assume it for p.
1

Theorem 2 implies that p1 is rationalizable with a limiting MSC model Q pM q with only
strictly positive transitions. Now let QpM q be such that qij pM q “ qij pM q1 for all pairs
i, j that are bounded in a cycle and qij pM q “ qji pM q “ 0 for all i, j that are not bounded
in a cycle. The constructed matrix QpM q satisfies equation (C.1) and hence rationalizes
the stochastic choice function p. Since we only adjust the transition probability between
pairs of alternatives that do not belong to the sequence IpM q, in the constructed model
the transition probabilities between the subsequent elements of IpM q are strictly positive.
Since the sequence spans over the whole menu, the constructed Markov chain is ergodic.

F
F.1

Proofs of the identification results
Proof of Proposition 8

Let p be a stochastic choice function rationalizable by a limiting MSC model QpM q which
is positive on binary choice sets and it holds for at least one pair i, j P M that the choice
over the pair is not bounded in a cycle. This implies that i BM j w.l.o.g. and there is no
cycle CM pM 1 q such that pi, jq P CM pM 1 q. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, we will use
the function dpM q defined in Appendix C, which is always defined because p is positive
on binary sets. Note that i BM j implies dji pM q ą 0. We assume by contradiction that
there is a rationalizing model QpM q with qij pM q ą 0. Because of TR-IIA it holds also
that qji pM q ą 0. Since p violates the boundedness condition, it follows from Theorem 2
that there has to be at least one pair k, l P M for which dkl pM q ‰ 0 and qkl pM q “ 0.
Since BM ‰ H, we define the set GM and the functions fM p.q, gM p.q, and a matrix DpM q
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in the same way as we do in the sufficiency proof of Theorem 1 (see Appendix D.3). Let
w.l.o.g. that pi, jq P GM and PpGM q denote the power set of GM zpi, jq with characteristic
element G.
We show the contradiction by constructing stochastic choice functions p1 from p for each
set in PpGM q by adjusting ppk, tk, luq such that dkl pM q1 “ 0 for all pk, lq P G, for all
G P PpGM q. What this means is that G1M Ă GM and that γpM q1 has less dimensions
than γpM q. Among those stochastic choice functions there needs to be one, say p˚ ,
in which exactly those pairs of alternatives are excluded from G˚M for which there is
zero transition probability in QpM q, that is, for all k, l P M for which qkl pM q “ 0 and
pk, lq P GM holds that pk, lq R G˚M and dkl pM q˚ “ 0, and for all k, l P M for which
qkl pM q ą 0 and pk, lq P GM holds that pk, lq P G˚M .
Let QpM q˚ be such that qmn pM q˚ “ qmn pM q for all m, n P M for which qmn pM q ą 0
˚

for all m, n P M for which
and qmn pM q˚ P p0, 1q and qnm pM q˚ “ qmn pM q˚ ppm,tm,nuq
ppn,tm,nuq˚
qmn pM q “ 0. In particular, since qij pM q ą 0, qij pM q˚ “ qij pM q. Due to the way p˚ is
constructed from p, the choice over the pair i, j according to p˚ is not bounded in a cycle.
The constructed limiting MSC model rationalizes p˚ and has strictly positive transition
probabilities. Theorem 2 implies that all pairs of alternatives are bounded in a cycle.
However, the pair i, j violates the condition, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we must
have qij pM q “ 0.

F.2

Proof of Proposition 10

We start by recalling a result in Lemma 3 in Appendix C, which follows directly from the
definition of rationalizable stochastic choice functions with the limiting MSC model
ÿ

ppj, M qqji pM q “ ppi, M q

j‰i

ÿ
j‰i
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qij pM q.

We simplify the above equation, using that M “ ti, j, ku and that qij pM q ‰ 0 for all
i, j P M and obtain:
pppi, M qqij pM q ´ ppj, M qqji pM qq ` pppi, M qqik pM q ´ ppk, M qqki pM qq “ 0.
We use Proposition 9 and substitute qij pM q “ sij pM qppj, ti, juq “ sji pM qppj, ti, juq for
all i, j P M and obtain
ppk, M qppi, ti, kuq ´ ppi, M qppk, ti, kuq
sij pM q
“
.
sik pM q
ppi, M qppj, ti, juq ´ ppj, M qppi, ti, juq
We have that sij pM q ą sik pM q if
ppk, M qppi, ti, kuq ´ ppi, M qppk, ti, kuq
ą 1.
ppi, M qppj, ti, juq ´ ppj, M qppi, ti, juq
We can now factor out ppi, M qppi, ti, kuq from the nominator and ppi, M qppi, ti, juq from
the denominator to obtain the following inequality:
´
¯
q
ppk,ti,kuq
ppi, M qppi, ti, kuq ppk,M
´
ppi,M q
ppi,ti,kuq
¯ ą 1.
´
ppj,M q
´
ppi, M qppi, ti, juq ppj,ti,juq
ppi,ti,juq
ppi,M q
We can cancel out the term ppi, M q and rearrange to obtain the final result.
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